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Format: Download 
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"… Fresh and original - one of the best sounding records I've heard all month." 
- Tom Robinson, BBC 6 Music

"…This lot could be your new favourite band." 
- The 405

Homework release their second single It's All Over taken from their forthcoming debut album 13 Towers on 4th 
March 2013 via Home From Home Records.

Following on from ‘The Edge of Control Was Black’, Homework continue to prove their credentials as one of the best 
electronic acts emerging from a burgeoning scene in Scotland.

It's All Over illustrates the bands versatility and ability to produce upbeat, pop-inspired dance tunes akin to Hot Chip 
and LCD Soundsystem, as well as the experimental, challenging moments that can be found throughout the album.

Homework, who will release 13 Towers on 25 March 2013, recorded their debut over just a handful of weekends in a 
former lighthouse. The band set about working on the album with a fresh approach and one simple goal: to capture the 
raw energy of all four band members playing together. The result is their most ambitious work to date.

Having formed in the Scottish capital in 2009, Homework attracted immediate attention from the nation's new music 
tastemakers, picking up airplay from BBC Radio One and BBC 6Music as well as being selected to play the renowned 
T Break stage at T in the Park festival after only a handful of live shows. 

Since then, the band has performed at some of the UK’s biggest festivals including Rockness, Belladrum, Wickerman 
and T in the Park, supported the likes of Suuns, Wave Machines, The D.O.T (featuring Mike Skinner of The Streets) 
and Cashier Number 9 as well as showcasing at industry events including GoNorth, Glimps (Belgium) and Wide 
Days. Their recorded output and live shows have been consistently praised by radio (Lauren Laverne, Vic Galloway, 
Tom Robinson and Ally McCrae) bloggers, journalists and audiences alike.

Homework are: O. Kass (vocals, synths), R. Baird (vocals, guitar, synths), R. Kass (drums) and A. Dennis (bass). They 
hail from the exotic Scottish outposts of Inverness, Mull and Dumfries.

The album 13 Towers will be released on 25th March 2013 followed by a host of live dates throughout the UK in April 
and May.

• Homework are available for interviews
• Photographs, online EPK and MP3 downloads available upon request
• Website: www.wearehomework.com

All press enquiries to:
A Badge of Friendship PR
Paul McCallum
E: paul@abadgeoffriendship.com
T: 07852 284 053
URL: www.abadgeoffriendship.com
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